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CHAT

Rickshaw transportbike
The Chat gives people the opportunity to talk to each
other, chat(ting). In the meantime you can enjoy a
comfortable bike ride through a combination of
suspension, correct ergonomics and soft goods.
The two people who join the group as a co-driver
are seated next to each other in a specially designed
cockpit where design and ergonomics come
together. The driver sits behind this cockpit and thus
has an overview of the road, but also of the
occupants.

SUITABLE FOR:
The Chat is intended for cycling
together with children or
adults who are no longer able
to take part in traffic or for
recreational use.

SPECIFICATIONS
Inside leg length
Framesize
Boarding height back
Weight bicycle
Max. cycle length
Max. cycle width
Max. kg. user
Max kg. passenger

80 - 95 cm
52 cm
45 cm
+/- 97 kg
232 cm
111 cm
120 kg
200 kg

Standard including:
Silent HT electrical, app, 8 gears,
hydraulic disc brakes, parking brakes,
ART approved lock, bell and lighting,
pedal assistance, 5 year warranty
on frame

Besides the fact that this rickshaw bicycle offers a
solution for the elderly, the Chat is also suitable for
people who want to go on a guided tour, but also for
care institutions, families and holiday parks.
The Chat rickshaw bike comes standard with our
electric pedal support, which can be used to cycle
backwards, among other things.
Optionally, the Chat can be extended with a canopy,
so that the passengers are protected from sun and
rain.
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